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athobiology of cardiac dyssynchrony and resynchronization
avid A. Kass, MD
rom the Division of Cardiology, Department of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University Medical Institutions, Baltimore, Maryland.
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Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) represents the major
ew advance for treatment of heart failure since the start of the
ew millennium. With this therapy, failing hearts with discoordi-
ate contraction due to conduction delay are subjected to biven-
ricular stimulation to “resynchronize” contraction and improve
hamber function. Remarkably, CRT was mostly developed and
ested in patients first, and the speed at which the concept was
ranslated to an approved clinical therapy was unusually quick. To
ate, CRT is the only heart failure treatment that can both acutely
nd chronically improve the systolic pump performance of the
ailing human heart yet also enhance long-term survival. This
ituation underscores the importance of understanding how CRT
orks at the molecular and cellular levels, as these insights might
hed light on new approaches to treating heart failure more
enerally. Over the past 7 years, my laboratory and others at Johns
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547-5271/$ -see front matter © 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of H
uestion, and new results are revealing intriguing insights into
he mechanisms of CRT. This review, presented on the occasion of
he Fourth Annual Douglas P. Zipes Lecture at the 2009 Scientific
essions of the Heart Rhythm Society, highlights these advances
nd new directions in CRT research.

EYWORDS Animal model; Apoptosis; Beta-adrenergic receptor;
alcium; Cardiac resynchronization therapy; Dyssynchrony; Heart
ailure; Ion channel; Molecular biology; Myocyte; Excitation–con-
raction coupling; Stress response kinase

BBREVIATIONS CRT � cardiac resynchronization therapy;
HF � congestive heart failure; dys-HF � dyssynchronous heart
ailure; RGS � regulator of G-protein signaling
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opkins have developed novel animal models for addressing this Inc. on behalf of Heart Rhythm Society.
ntroduction
ongestive heart failure (CHF) is the leading cause of mor-
idity and mortality in adults throughout western societies.1–3

t least half of patients have dilated cardiomyopathy (reduced
jection fraction), and many of these individuals develop left
entricular dyssynchrony associated with conduction delay.
he presence of dyssynchrony markedly worsens CHF mor-
idity and mortality independent of traditional risk factors.4–7

yssynchrony generates marked regional heterogeneity of
oth function and loading, effectively dividing the heart into
arly and late contracting zones. The early-activated territory is
elatively unloaded, its work being wasted first by prestretch-
ng a still quiescent opposing wall and then by being stretched
tself in late systole as the delayed territory contracts. Stress in
he latter region is correspondingly greater8 and chamber func-
ion inefficient.9 Depending on the metric used, current esti-

ates of the prevalence of dyssynchrony vary from 25% to
0% of CHF patients (based on QRS widening) to �60%
ased on tissue Doppler or magnetic resonance imaging mea-
ures of dyssynchrony.10,11 To treat dyssynchronous heart fail-
re cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) was developed in

This work was funded by National Heart Lung and Blood Institute
rogram Project Grant HL-077180 and Fellow Training Grant HL07227-
4. Dr. Kass is a consultant to Boston Scientific, Inc. Address reprint
equests and correspondence: Dr. David A. Kass, Division of Cardiol-
gy, Department of Medicine, Ross Building, Johns Hopkins University
edical Institutions, 720 Rutland Avenue, Room 858, Baltimore, Mary-

and 21205. E-mail address: dkass@jhmi.edu. (Received July 24, 2009;
he mid 1990s after investigators found that biventricular (or
eft ventricular only) preexcitation could restore mechanical
ynchrony and improve acute left ventricular mechanics,12

nergetic efficiency,13 and regional metabolism.14 Subsequent
arge-scale clinical trials demonstrated benefits of improving
ymptoms and lowering rehospitalization rates and mortality in
elected patients.15–17

Despite the overall success of CRT, problems with the
herapy remain. Nearly one third of seemingly appropriate
ecipients do not benefit clinically from CRT, and our ability to
dentify nonresponders before the fact remains poor. We have
resumed that dyssynchrony—first measured electrophysi-
logically and more recently using various imaging metrics to
xamine wall-motion timing—is the key property to be iden-
ified, but is this correct? Mechanical dyssynchrony seems
mportant, yet our measures have not predicted response
ell,18 and even improvement in dyssynchrony after CRT is

nitiated weakly predicts chronic response.19 We all recognize
hat having a low ejection fraction does not predict whether the
atient will be able to play golf, will be able to conduct normal
aily activities, or will be virtually bedridden; there is a lot
ore to the disease than is apparent from wall motion. Re-

ional dyssynchrony may act the same way, so we need to look
nder the hood.

The ability of CRT to both acutely and chronically improve
ystolic pump function yet also prolong survival is unique
mong heart failure treatments to date. No existing drugs can
chieve this effect. Positive inotropes not only fail to prolong

urvival but often have worsened arrhythmia and mortality,

eart Rhythm Society. doi:10.1016/j.hrthm.2009.08.017
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1661Kass Pathobiology of Cardiac Dyssynchrony and Resynchronization
nd agents such as beta-blockers work chronically but do not
cutely enhance pump function. How is this effect achieved? Is
t all due to improving chamber level mechanics and effi-
iency, or is something more going on? Is dyssynchronous
eart failure (dys-HF) simply a worse form of disease, or does
t have unique aspects that play a role when CRT is effective?
ow does CRT influence basic cellular and molecular prop-

rties, and are the changes purely regional in nature or are they
lobal? Despite more than a decade of clinical experience with
RT, such basic mechanistic questions have been largely unan-

wered until recently. In this regard, CRT is somewhat unusual as
heart failure therapy because it moved from bedside to bench

ather than the other way around. Only recently have new animal
odels been developed that are beginning to reveal how potent
RT is at the molecular and cellular levels and are helping to
efine unique features of dys-HF.

eveloping an animal model
o initiate analysis of how dyssynchrony affects the failing
eart and what CRT does about it, we developed a large animal
odel. Leveraging decades of research in the canine rapid

acing model of dilated HF, we modified the model in two
ays. First, we doubled the time course to 6 weeks, allowing

or a 3-week period during which dyssynchronous rapid pacing
atrial pacing superimposed on a left bundle branch block) was
mplemented, followed by 3 weeks of the same (dys-HF) or
iventricular rapid pacing (CRT). Both models involved 6
eeks of rapid tachypacing, which generated similar heart

ailure with reduced function, dilation and elevated filling pres-
ures. However, as in humans, dogs treated with biventricular
apid pacing during weeks 4 to 6 had a slight improvement in
jection fraction and stroke volume, whereas in dogs with
ontinued dys-HF, both ejection fraction and stroke volume
eclined. The difference after 6 weeks was significant (Figure
A). Furthermore, we showed evidence for resynchronization
ased on standard tissue Doppler parameters (Figure 1B).
hus, we have two conditions: both involve the same under-

igure 1 Development of a canine model of cardiac dyssyn-
hrony and resynchronization. In this model, both dyssynchro-
ous heart failure (DHF) and resynchronized heart failure [car-
iac resynchronization therapy (CRT)] groups are exposed first
o tachypacing for 3 weeks (in the presence of a preestablished
eft bundle branch block). This protocol is continued for an
dditional 3 weeks in DHF hearts but is switched to rapid
iventricular pacing in CRT hearts. A: Left ventricular dyssyn-
hrony (DI, left) is assessed by the variance in timing delay in
ystolic motion using tissue Doppler. This is similar in both
roups at 3 weeks and declines to control levels (synchrony)
nly in the CRT group. Slight improvements in ejection fraction
EF, middle) and stroke volume (SV, right) are greater in the
RT group than in the DHF group at 6 weeks. B: Myocardial

train patterns (tissue Doppler images) obtained in the anterior
nd lateral wall (tissue Doppler) for a normal control, DHF heart,
nd CRT heart. With DHF, major disparities in the timing of
hortening and reciprocal shortening/stretch in each region are
meliorated by CRT. (Adapted from Chakir K, Daya SK, Aiba T,
t al. Mechanisms of enhanced beta-adrenergic reserve from cardiac
esynchronization therapy. Circulation 2009;119:1231–1240.)
ying rapid pacing model, but the pattern of contraction is t
ltered midway through in one instance. It is worth keeping
his in mind, as the changes observed with the CRT model are
ll the more remarkable given how little was altered. This is
ot a regionally ischemic model or a common form of human
eart failure, but it does provide a platform to selectively alter
yssynchrony versus resynchronization of contraction in the
etting of depressed dilated HF.

olecular polarization and the impact of CRT
nitial molecular insights into dys-HF were provided in a brief
eport by Spragg et al,20 who examined the effects of dys-HF
t 3 weeks. Their study revealed that selective down-regulation
calcium handling proteins, connexin43) and up-regulation
mitogen-activated protein kinases) of key proteins involved in
tress remodeling, contraction, and conduction occurred in the
ateral wall only. This regional molecular change was not
bserved in synchronous CHF. In a more recent study by
hakir et al21 using the 6-week model, the dys-HF ventricle

howed regional amplification of lateral stress kinase and cy-
okine stimulation, whereas these changes were reversed in the
RT ventricle, and expression/activity again was homoge-
eous (Figure 2). This is just the tip of the iceberg. Using
enome-wide analysis, we recently reported �3,000 genes that
ere differentially altered between anterior and lateral walls,
ith most changes occurring in the anterior wall that broadly

ecapitulated a fetal gene pattern.22 Importantly, CRT reverses
his geographically disparate gene expression, rendering pat-
erns similar to those of normal controls, although absolute
xpression levels remain characteristic of CHF. Thus, the
ys-HF ventricle is strikingly heterogeneous at the molecular
nd protein expression/activation level and is not just worse
eart failure. This molecular substrate may be important, if not
ssential, for CRT to truly benefit the heart.

Human gene expression data are scant, but some results
ave been reported. The inability to biopsy from different
argeted regions has prevented examination of heterogeneity,
ut evidence that reduced expression of calcium handling pro-

eins, beta-1 receptors and elevated tumor necrosis factor-�
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evels occur in dys-HF and are reversed by CRT has been
btained.23,24 Some limited studies have suggested that the
bility of CRT to reverse these molecular changes may be
elated to its capacity to benefit the patient clinically,25 but this
ork remains preliminary.

lectrophysiologic influences of dys-HF and CRT
he dys-HF heart is characterized by several marked electro-
hysiologic abnormalities. The Carnes laboratory first reported
rolongation of the action potential, reduction in the L-type
a2� current, and reduced whole-cell Ca2� transients, all of
hich were reversed by CRT in their chronic canine model.26

ur group recently reported more detailed analyses,27 which
evealed reductions in the inward delayed rectifier current
Figure 3A) with dys-HF that were improved by CRT. In
ontrast, the transient outward current was markedly depressed
n dys-HF but was unaltered by CRT, confirming the persis-
ence of an HF phenotype. We also found reduced L-type Ca2�

urrent but only in the late activated (lateral) wall; this corre-
ponded to reduced expression of the beta-2 subunit of the chan-
el. The resulting prolongation of action potential in dys-HF was
oupled to more easily induced afterdepolarizations, an effect that
as markedly blunted in the CRT model, thus showing the phys-
ologic relevance of these changes (Figure 3B). p
lobal changes in cell survival signaling
s noted, although some changes in molecular signaling (e.g.,

tress kinases) were found to vary strikingly between early
antero-septum) versus late (lateral wall) activated regions,
ther changes (e.g., IK1, IK) were globally altered. The obser-
ation that global molecular signaling could also be generated
y CRT was first revealed by Chakir et al21 with respect to cell
urvival. Apoptosis was enhanced chamber-wide in dys-CRT
nd was found to be coupled with a global decline in the
hosphorylation and activation of the cell survival signaling
inase Akt. Apoptosis is modulated downstream of Akt by
everal potential proteins, including BAD, which when bound
o Bcl-2 in the mitochondria promotes cell death but when
hosphorylated binds to 14-3-3 and is exported out of the
itochondria, where it enhances survival. This signaling cas-

ade appears to play a role globally with dys-HF and is favor-
bly influenced by CRT (Figure 4).

Improved survival signaling raised an interesting question of
hether mitochondrial function was favorably altered by CRT.
his question was recently examined by our investigative group.

n this study, Agnetti et al28 systematically analyzed the mitochon-
rial sub-proteome and revealed many changes at the expression
nd posttranslational levels induced by CRT that support im-

Figure 2 A: Regional differences in
stress response kinases [p38 mitogen-acti-
vated kinase (P38) and calcium-calmodu-
lin kinase II (CamKII) are shown] in dys-
synchronous heart failure (DHF) hearts
[higher in lateral (Lat) vs septal (Sep) wall
in both endocardial (En) and epicardial
(Ep) layers] are rendered homogeneous by
cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT).
Example protein expression (western blot)
is depicted, with GAPDH expression
shown as a loading control. B: Summary
data showing kinase activity for each re-
spective enzyme, confirming regional en-
hancement in the lateral versus septal wall
with DHF that is rehomogenized by CRT.
C: Heterogeneity of gene expression re-
vealed by sample pseudo-array plots of
microarrays (each dot is a different gene;
rows and columns reflect full 43.4K array).
Genes that are up-regulated (green) versus
down-regulated (red) between anterior/
septal versus lateral wall from an individ-
ual heart are shown. Little heterogeneity is
seen normally, profound heterogeneity of
gene expression is seen in DHF, and ame-
lioration but not complete restoration of
this is seen in CRT hearts. (A,B) modified
from Chakir, Daya, Tunin et al21; (C) mod-
ified from Barth, Alba Halperin et al22.
roved oxidative phosphorylation, mitochondrial synthesis and
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tabilization, and antioxidant effects. Thus, CRT may improve
nergy balance not only by improving chamber-level efficiency
ut also by targeted improvement of mitochondrial function. Just
ow this effect is achieved and its implications for CRT and/or
eart failure more generally is under investigation.

est and Beta-adrenergic-stimulated myocyte
unction
HF typically is a disease of exertion; therefore, understanding

he mechanisms by which cardiac reserve capacity is altered
aramount. In a recent study, Chakir et al29 isolated myocytes
rom dys-HF and CRT hearts and compared their rest sarco-
ere shortening and Ca2� transient behavior to each other and

o normal control myocytes. The dys-HF myocytes had highly
educed rest and isoproterenol-stimulated shortening and Ca2�

ransients compared with normal control myocytes, consistent
ith our current understanding of heart failure. Yet, both were
arkedly improved with CRT (Figure 5A). This result is

triking, recalling that our CRT model involves 6 weeks of

igure 3 Electrophysiologic effects of dyssynchronous heart failure
DHF) and cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). A: Summary data for
he delayed rectifier current (IK tail current), a potassium current. Left:
urrent-voltage dependence. Right: Summary data at �40 mV. The tail
urrent is globally and substantially reduced by DHF and partially and
ignificantly restored by CRT. B: DHF displays prolongation of action
otential duration (APD), notably in the lateral wall. APD tracings in
pper panels are generated at varying stimulation frequency (longer APD
t slower rates). At each rate, APD prolongs with DHF but is improved by
RT. Lower bar graphs show the frequency of early afterdepolarizations

%EAD) in each condition. DHF displayed increased EADs, which were
educed (particularly in the lateral wall) by CRT. (Adapted from Aiba T,
asketh GG, Barth AS, et al. Electrophysiological consequences of dys-

ynchronous heart failure and its restoration by resynchronization therapy.
irculation 2009;119:1220–1230.)
achypacing, and CRT and dys-HF hearts have substantial and c
imilar dilation, elevated end-diastolic pressure (EDP). Im-
roved cellular function was accompanied in vivo by a decline
n myocardial catecholamines, so the balance of neurostimu-
ation and myocyte responsiveness was restored toward normal
y CRT. Intriguingly, these cellular changes were global, not
egional. We further tested for mechanisms underlying de-
ressed beta-adrenergic receptor (�-AR) signaling in dys-HF
hat were ameliorated by CRT. We found that dys-HF reduced
oth �1- and �2-receptor gene expression and number (radio-
igand binding assay); CRT enhanced �1- but not �2-receptor
umber. Using forskolin to directly activate adenylate cyclase
ctivity, we found this activity too was depressed in dys-HF
nd improved by CRT. Among the most striking changes,
owever, was in inhibitory G-protein (Gi) signaling. As shown
n Figure 5B, myocytes from dys-HF hearts showed marked
otentiation of the isoproterenol response if the myocytes were
rst incubated with pertussis toxin, which inhibits Gi. In con-

rast, CRT myocytes displayed enhanced responses at baseline
nd showed no effect with pertussis toxin, as if Gi already was
nhibited by CRT. Gi� was up-regulated in dys-HF, as has been
een in human HF, but remained high in CRT tissue, so it
annot by itself explain the change. However, we found selec-
ive up-regulation of proteins called regulators of G-protein
ignaling (RGS) proteins. RGS proteins negatively regulate
-coupled signaling by acting as GTPase accelerators, removing
TP from the activated �-subunit so that the trimeric G-protein

igure 4 Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) improves cell sur-
ival signaling associated with enhanced phosphorylation (activation) of
he serine threonine kinase Akt and the mitochondrial apoptosis-regulating
rotein BAD. A: Example phosphor-protein blot showing marked reduc-
ion of both Akt and BAD phosphorylation in dyssynchronous heart failure
DHF) that is improved by CRT. The four columns (lanes) for each
ondition (control, DHF, CRT) reflect anterior and lateral walls and epi-
ardial and endocardial tissue from each region. Thus, these changes are
lobal in nature. GAPDH is shown for protein loading control. B: Akt activity
ssay confirms differential regulation that is similar in septal and lateral walls,
ith DHF and improved by CRT. (Adapted from Chakir K, Daya SK, Tunin
S, et al. Reversal of global apoptosis and regional stress kinase activation by

ardiac resynchronization. Circulation 2008;117:1369–1377.)
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omplex re-forms and coupled signaling is suppressed. RGS3, a
rotein known to suppress Gi, was selectively up-regulated in
RT hearts (Figure 5C), and this may be quite important to

mproved functional reserve with this therapy. Ongoing ge-
etic studies are testing this hypothesis more directly.

echanisms for molecular/cellular changes and
ossible role in nonresponders
he root causes for the many changes observed in both global
nd regional cellular/molecular signaling with dys-HF and
RT remain uncertain, but we can speculate. As noted, CRT
oth alters regional stresses and strains and improves global
echanoenergetics. Although many of the observed alterations

ppear global in nature, I suspect these findings are not simply
elated to the modest improvement in chamber function gen-
rated by our model. Both dys-HF and CRT models induce
eart failure from 6 weeks of rapid pacing, so functional
ifferences at the whole-heart level, while present, are not
ramatic. Yet, the amelioration of cell survival, potassium
urrents, and myocyte function and �-AR responsiveness are
uite striking. Rather, we hypothesize that these findings re-
ect a general yet still cardiac targeted effect from CRT re-
ulting from restoration of normal homogeneity of excitation–
ontraction, perhaps involving local (myocardial) changes in

euron–humoral activation, and mechanical forces. Both early c
nd late activated regions experience altered timing and mag-
itude of local stretch and stress. For some cascades (e.g.,
tress kinases), these difference may be quite important and
ignaling specific to each area. For other changes (e.g., Akt and

K), the specifics of regional electromechanical heterogeneities
ay be less important; they simply may exist throughout the

eart and contribute to altered local regulation. Ongoing stud-
es are attempting to better sort out this interesting issue.

Second, it is worth considering how these results may relate
o the nonresponder problem. As noted, heart failure and de-
ressed ejection fraction do not necessarily predict the re-
ponse to specific pharmacologic therapies, and variabilities in
he underlying genetics as well as molecular and cellular biol-
gy are increasingly thought to be key determining factors.30,31

e do not yet know whether underlying cellular and/or mo-
ecular signaling responses to dyssynchrony vary among indi-
iduals with dys-HF who typically are targeted for resynchro-
ization therapy, but it would be surprising if this were not the
ase. Differences in etiology, patient’s genetics, and myocar-
ial responses to discoordination may well dictate how well a
atient will respond to CRT. One could imagine that lack of
epressed Akt, IK signaling or up-regulated Gi coupling in a
iven dys-HF patient might diminish the impact of CRT if its

Figure 5 Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) im-
proves rest and beta-adrenergic responsiveness in isolated
myocytes from both early and late activated regions. A:
Example time tracings of sarcomere length (top traces) and
whole-cell calcium transients (Fura2-AM; bottom traces) for
myocytes isolated from anterior versus lateral walls from
control, dyssynchronous heart failure (DHF), and CRT left
ventricles. Baseline and results with isoproterenol (ISO) stim-
ulation are shown Compared to controls, DHF cells displayed
marked depression of resting function and calcium transients,
and the ISO response in both behaviors was also very blunted.
Rest and beta-adrenergic stimulated shortening and calcium
transients were both strikingly improved by CRT. B: DHF
results in enhanced inhibitory G-protein (Gi) coupling in DHF
myocytes that is suppressed by CRT. In DHF, pretreatment
with the Gi inhibitor pertussis toxin (PTX) enhanced ISO-
stimulated contraction, whereas CRT myocytes had enhanced
shortening without ISO and showed no further increase with
addition of PTX. C: Up-regulation of the regulator of G-
protein signaling 3 (RGS3) protein, a negative modulator of
Gi-coupled signaling, by CRT. Left: Example blots. Right:
Summary densitometry. The four lanes represent four differ-
ent hearts in each group, with data from the lateral wall.
Similar changes were observed in the anterior wall. (Adapted
from Chakir K, Daya SK, Aiba T, et al. Mechanisms of
enhanced beta-adrenergic reserve from cardiac resynchroni-
zation therapy. Circulation 2009;119:1231–1240.)
apacity to ameliorate these changes is indeed central to CRT
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1665Kass Pathobiology of Cardiac Dyssynchrony and Resynchronization
ffectiveness. The level of molecular heterogeneity as depicted
n Figure 2C may itself prove to be a useful marker that
yssynchrony has adversely impacted the ventricle. Others
ave suggested that nonresponders do not display the same
xtent of improvement in some gene expression abnormalities
s do responders,24 although this notion does not address
hether a molecular signature may predict a future lack of

esponse independent of apparent mechanical dyssynchrony. It
s worth repeating that although studies have claimed that
mprovement in mechanical dyssynchrony is mandatory for a
linical CRT response, the correlation between response (re-
erse remodeling based on reduction in end-systolic volume)
nd extent of resynchronization (tissue Doppler) is poor to
onexistent.19,32 Although this finding could reflect our met-
ics, differences in underlying myocardial pathobiology may
lay an important role in explaining the variance.

onclusion
n a relatively short period, we and others have revealed pro-
ound basic cellular and molecular changes in the dys-HF
eart, many of which appear to be characteristic of this form of
ailure and are not observed in synchronous HF, as well as how
RT can substantially target these changes and reverse them.
everse remodeling as we have observed has been reported
reviously with left ventricular assist devices33 but is all the
ore remarkable with CRT given that these hearts remain

oaded and contract. It is intriguing to speculate that responders
o CRT have a molecular signature that could prove to be an
mportant adjunct to the visible wall-motion changes upon
hich we have solely focused to date. Future studies testing

his possibility are needed.
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